
K E Y  DAT E S

Leadership Denver runs annually 
August to June

Become a sponsor today! 
Email Denise King at 
denise.king@denverleadership.org 
to learn more.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

SHARE YOUR EXPERTISE
As a Leadership Denver sponsor, you’ll have a unique 
opportunity to share your organization’s commitment to 
the region and expertise in community issues, while 
building relationships and your organization’s brand 
recognition with 65 engaged, established professionals.

By supporting a Leadership Foundation program like 
Leadership Denver, you will:
› Position your organization as a community thought leader by 

partnering with the oldest, most respected community leadership 
organization in Colorado

› Move beyond networking, creating meaningful relationships with 
established professionals from all three sectors

› Build brand recognition that will be reinforced and activated by the 
relationships you build with Leadership Denver participants

› Bring value to your organization with connections that become 
business leads and new knowledge about community issues that 
could impact your industry

Why Leadership Denver?
This 11-month program connects you to the leaders who are hungry to engage on 
issues facing the community. As a passionate expert in your fi eld, Leadership Denver 
gives you the opportunity to connect with 65 established professionals who are ready 
to learn and channel that knowledge into action. 
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Day Sponsor
Your investment: $2,500
› Build organization and brand recognition:
 › Opportunity to make brief remarks at start of the day
 › Brand recognition on day-of materials, on the Leadership  

 Foundation website and at continuation ceremony
 › Opportunity to host session day at site
› Go beyond networking and continue conversations with 

participants at continuation ceremony and reception 

Retreat Sponsor
Your investment: $4,000
› Build organization and brand recognition:
 › Opportunity to make brief remarks during the retreat
 › Brand recognition on day-of materials, on the Leadership  

 Foundation website and at continuation ceremony
› Go beyond networking and continue conversations with 

participants at continuation ceremony and reception

All Leadership Denver sponsors will also have the opportunity to sign 
on for three years, allowing your organization to maintain this 
connection and share your expertise in a long-term setting. 
Become a sponsor today! Email Denise King at  
denise.king@denverleadership.org to learn more.

AS A SPONSOR YOU’LL ENJOY THESE BENEFITS:


